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In this issue
The Japan International Birdman
Rally, 1995
Harry Clark Higgins recounts his
impressions of this amazing event, the
greatest celebration of HPVs in the
world. He also offers guidance on the
avoidance of structural failures in
human-powered aircraft and gliders by
specifying some simple tests (pp. 3-6).
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many classes of vehicle technology to
co-exist. He believes that we are missing vital opportunities by outlawing
most cases of storing energy and of using wind-assist. Your editor agrees
with him and plans to write an editorial in support (pp. 18-21).
Velocity: a user report
Theo Schmidt, writing now as our
VP of hybrid vehicles, is highly enthusiastic about an AHPV, an assisted
human-powered vehicle, designed and
manufactured by Michael Kutter and
called "Velocity". A principal difference with other approaches is that the
two power inputs are connected in series through a differential gearset.
This innovation confers many advantages, Theo maintains (pp. 21-2).

Recumbents in racing
A refreshing new view by a very
experienced insider in the established
bicycle-racing arena, Les Earnest, on
why recumbents were banned from
racing in the 1930s and why innovations are sometimes accepted without
question and at other times are rudely
rejected, makes complete sense out of
something that has puzzled many(p.6).
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Letters
Eugene Villaret believes that going
to a tricycle design just because it is
sometimes difficult to get started on a
recumbent bicycle is illogical. He gives
his design of a pedal modification that
enables him to start rapidly (p. 15).
Theo Schmidt writes with regard
to his plea for agreement on simple
rules for hybrid vehicles (p. 17).

Measuring HPV drag forces using
an on-board microcomputer
Angus Cameron gives a "high-tech"
method of taking data in the mostpopular method of measuring drag for
wheeled HPVs: the coast-down test.
He lists the equipment needed, the
form of programming, and some samples of data taken (pp. 7-11).
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Bill Gaines
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Andrew Letton
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Reviews
"Handbook of Composites" is
briefly noted: it is not a new book, but
seems to have become a standard work
(p. 11).
"Race-car vehicle dynamics" is
found to have useful applicability to
wheeled-HPV design, particularly in respect of tire behavior, suspension,
damping, steering, and aerodynamics
(p. 15).
"Bike Cult, the ultimate guide to
human-powered vehicles" by David
Perry is a compendious paperback
about all kinds of social aspects of bicycling, and some science and engineering. There isn't a great deal on HPVs
as a separate class, but it's a bargain
just the way it is (p. 22).

Octogenarian bicyclist, II
Ron Beams follows his story in the
last issue - of someone who came late
to bicycling, and who designed his own
recumbent tricycles. Here he gives
some reasoning behind the choices he
made, and some details and photographs, besides some philosophizing
appropriate for someone of his years
(pp. 12-15).

Human Power is published approx.

quarterly by the International HumanPowered Vehicle Assoc., Inc., a non-profit
organization devoted to the study and application of human muscular potential to
propel craft through the air, in and on the
water and on land. Membership information is available by sending a selfaddressed stamped business-sized envelope to the IHPVA address above.
Additional copies of Human Power may
be purchased by members for $3.50 each,
and by non-members for $5.00 each.
Material in Human Power is copyrighted by the IHPVA. Unless copyrighted
also by the author(s), complete articles or
representative excerpts may be published
elsewhere if full credit to the author(s)
and the IHPVA is prominently given.
We welcome contributions, preferably
on a PC diskette, for Human Power. Send
them to the editor at his address above.
He would be happy to send guidelines on
preparing contributions. They should be
of technical or longer-term interest: news
and notices etc. should go to HPV News
at the IHPVA address above.
We are indebted to the authors, to Dot
Cavignano, MIT, for transcription, and to
Len Brunkalla and his volunteers, whose
dedicated help made this issue possible.

The human-powered rail event at
the Eurochampionships at Laupen,
Switzerland in August 1994
Our HP European associate editor,
Theo Schmidt, describes the first competitive event for HP rail-cycles at HPV
meetings. (He also organized it). This
was of great interest to your editor,
who has made no secret of his belief
that the HPV land-speed record will be
set by a rail vehicle (on special rails)
(pp16-17).

Editorials

Putting the IHPVA in high-gear:
shifting paradigms
Peter Sharp continues his dedicated campaign to liberalize our orDave Wilson
ganization in the direction of allowing
Human Power vol.12, no.2 fall 1995, p.2
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A tribute to Marti Daily and to incoming president Len Brunkalla; who
and what are good on hills; and a
congestion-pricing experiment for
motor-vehicles that might bring much
better conditions for HPVs (p. 23).
Dave Wilson
I

For example, if the left wing is
down, it is much easier to initiate
right-yaw than right-roll. A downgoing aileron will tend to produce
greater response in yaw than roll. If
the right aileron is down (the reverse
of normal) the resulting yawing velocity will produce the desired rolling
moment to the right. As I watched six
gliders spiral into the water I couldn't
help but think of Paul's remarks.
Thinking about the large incidence
of structural failure I prepared a test
plan for a simplified wing-bendingtest (which is reproduced below). I
took several copies of my plan with
me and attempted to give a copy to
the crews of each of the 19 machines
that crashed due to structural failure.
Unfortunately the plan was in English
instead of Japanese and most of my
contacts were without my interpreter.
In those cases it was difficult to
communicate my message.
I talked to both Naito and Azuma
about my thoughts. I gathered that
the Rally has little technical correspondence with the competitors.
That is, there is no effort to ensure a
minimum level of expertise in that
group. I had expected there would be
a technical session associated with the
Rally such as is the practice at World
Soaring Championships where the
OSTIV boffins meet. The entry rules
which I have seen are lengthy and in
Japanese (which I do not read). I
know that each machine is inspected
before flight and passed by a team of
experts but I believe the only consideration is safety for the pilot. The
structure ahead of the pilot's face is
always fragile foam and thin plastic
sheets which obviously yield without
injury even in the vertical dives.
Naito told me that the contestants
break down into three groups: naive
people with no technical support, sophisticated teams who start too late
to do a complete job and teams of experts with plenty of time and support
to do proper designing and testing.
I was greatly impressed by the tremendous amount of intelligent effort
that the contesting teams expended,
much of it ending in good-natured
failure.
The management of the Rally was
extremely professional with excellent
facilities and sufficient skilled manpower to support the competition.
The contrast with U. S. Regional Soaring Contests, with which I am familiar, was as night and day. My only
regret is that so many of the accidents

could have been easily avoided with a
minimum amount of technical advice.
Why can't an American team take
a crack at this contest? With resources such as MacCready and MIT
available we clearly have the expertise to be competitive and I'll bet that
transportation could be arranged. In
the Seattle area Wayne Bliesner and
Paul Illian are heavily involved in
separate high-tech projects with
human-powered airplanes. As I see it,
the big technical problem is becoming
airborne in 10 meters in zero wind.
The emotional problem is the inevitable damage to the machine in the
water landing.
It was a great experience and I feel
honored to have been invited to
attend.
Anyone interested in contacting
Rally Management should write or
call:
JAPAN INTERNATIONAL BIRDMAN
RALLY SECRETARIAT
YOMIURI TELECASTING CORP.
2-2-33 Shiromi, Chuo-ku
Osaka Japan 540; Tel 06-947-2314
(from the USA: 011-81-6-947-2314)

A simplified bending-strength
test of an airplane wing
by Harry Clark Higgins
How to select the test load
Select the design limit load factor
(n), the maximum vertical acceleration that is anticipated measured in g's (one g is the acceleration
due to gravity). I believe that 2.0 g's
is appropriate for Birdman Rally
operations.
2. Measure or estimate the gross
weight (GWT) of the loaded airplane
with the pilot and all equipment in
place. Measure or estimate the
weight of the wing alone (WWT).
3. The test load (TLD) to be placed
on the inverted wing is
TLD= n(GWT)-(n+ 1)(WWT).
Properly distributed, this load will
cause the same root-bending moment
as experienced in flight at a load factor of n.
How to distribute the test load
The following approximate
method makes two simplifying
assumptions.
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(1) The aerodynamic load is distributed spanwise proportional to
wing area. In reality the aerodynamic
load falls off to zero at the wing tip.
(A precise method for distributing the
aerodynamic load can be found in Abbott and Von Doenhoff, "THEORY OF
WING SECTIONS", pages 10 through
15, Dover Publications, NY.)
(2) The mass of the wing is also
distributed spanwise proportional to
wing area. In reality the mass of a
well-designed wing is concentrated
inboard where the bending moments
are greater.
Assumption (1) is conservative in
that the test bending moments caused
by this assumption will be somewhat
greater than the flight bending moments when at the same load factor.
Assumption (2) is nonconservative. It will reduce the outboard test loads and therefore the test
root-bending moments compared to
the flight values.
The two assumptions tend to compensate for each other and the resulting error should be quite small.
Approximate method
1. Select the number of sandbags to
be used to simulate the load. I recommend 20, 10 for each wing panel.
The weight for each bag is then the
test load divided by 20.
2. Starting at the tip, integrate the
wing area inboard of the tip until
that area is equal to one twentieth of
the total wing area. Mark the
centroid of that area as the position of
the most outboard sandbag. Continue
this process inboard until all 20 bags
are located.
How to conduct the test
Although not essential, two jacks
may be used, one under each wing
about half way to the tip. If they are
adjusted slightly clear of the wing
then any structural failure will be
checked by the jacks and major damage can be avoided.
If one jack is placed in very light
contact with the wing it will tend to
damp oscillations and keep the wing
steady and approximately level during
measurements.
1. Mount the wing inverted on a support at the centerline that will allow
the wing to swivel.

2. Measure and record the height
above the floor of each wing tip.
3. Add the test sandbags in symmetrical pairs starting inboard.
4. When all the sandbags have been
added, measure the height above the
floor of each wing tip.
3. Remove the sandbags in pairs starting outboard.
6. When all the sandbags have been
removed, measure the distance above
:he floor of each wing tip.
Analysis
(a) Subtract the sum of the measurements of step 4 from the sum of the
measurements of step 2 to get the total deflection caused by the test loads.
(b) Subtract the sum of the measurements of step 6 from the sum of the
measurements of step 2 to get the permanent set caused by the test loads.
Divide the result of (b) by the re;ult of (a) to get the ratio of the
permanent set to the maximum deflection. If this ratio is less than about
0.02 the test has been successful.
CONGRATULATIONS! If the ratio is
much greater than 0.02 then the loads
have caused substantial permanent set
to the wing, probably by damaging the
;tructure.
If this is the case, one should carefully examine the structure for local
damage. Repair and reinforce any
that is found. Then repeat the test until the permanent set is less than about
0.02.
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Harry Clark Higgins was a WWII
fighter pilot who spent his career as an
aerodynamicist at Boeing. He is an active flight instructor and a glider pilot
with two diamonds. The year after retiring he rode his bicyclefrom Seattle to
San Francisco.
Harry Clark Higgins
16405 Marine View Drive SW
Seattle, WA 98166-3301
phone: 206-243-3953
Email: P38er@aol.com
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Recumbents in racing
(Reproduced with permissionfrom correspondence on hpv@sonoma.edu")
Should cycle racing have stuck to
the high wheelers and prevented the
"safety bicycle" from competing in bicycle races? What about derailleurs
for road racing?
As you probably know, the bicycleracing establishment did prohibit the
the use of "safety" bikes for a time, but
were forced to accept them when the
public voted with their pocketbooks
and for participation.
The 1934 UCI ruling concerning
Francis Faure's hour record of aprox.
45km (banning recumbents) was the
equivalent of ruling against the "safety
bicycle". The progression from high
wheeler to safety bicycle represented
a far greater performance improvement than the recumbent. The fact
that Faure's record has since been exceeded with a conventional bicycle
makes the '34 ban's basis suspect.
I don't think that the fact that that
record has been exceeded is particularly relevant -- all records have advanced a lot since that time. However,
as I'm sure you are aware, issues of
this sort get decided in the political
arena and seldom on the basis of logical principles.
It is clear that Faure broke the record fair and square. The reason that
the rules were changed retroactively
was that he was not a recognized cyclist and he had no connections in the
cycling establishment. Consequently,
the ICU found it necessary to declare
that his machine was not a 'real'
bicycle.
Compare that with what happened
when Moser "broke" the hour record
in 1984 using a disc wheel that clearly
violated ICU rules. In that case, Moser
was a recognized and established pro
rider. More important, both he and
the ICU president were Italian and the
latter immediately gave a speech lauding Moser's accomplishment, so as to
preempt the ICU Technical Commission, who are responsible for rule interpretations. Another factor was that
the wheels Moser used were made by
Campagnolo, which for many years
had been generous in their financial
support of the ICU.
Thus, in response to political pressures the ICU Technical Commission
came up with the rationale that the
disc wheel's surface is an essential
structural element rather than a fairing. Not only was Moser's "record"
recognized but the use of disc wheels
Human Power vol.12 no.2, P.6

became widely accepted, even though
Campagnolo continued to make them
out of spokes with an aero shell, making a mockery of the Technical Commission's ruling.
More recently, the outlawing of the
"Obree position" last year fits this political model nicely. Obree lost because he was not an established pro
and had no political support in the
ICU.
I believe that bike-racing history
would have been quite different if an
established and politically connected
rider had been selected to ride the Velocar in 1934, but history does not reveal its alternatives. Once a decision
of this sort is made, it gets built into
the structure of the organization in
such a way that the only way to
change it is to create a whole new organization, which is what IHPVA did.
Of course, even that progressive body
has picked up some baggage along the
way that will probably never be
discarded.
Even IF (and it's a big IF) unfaired
recumbents have even a slight advantage in SOME events, they should be
allowed because the '34 ruling was so
transparent in its aim (in banning a
specific technical innovation while ignoring prior ... more significant innovations) as to be absurd. Otherwise
we should just stop all technical innovation and put bicycles into the same
category as 12-meter yachts and rowing shells ... equipment useful for
competition but not much else.
As I have pointed out, certain kinds
of unfaired recumbents 'do' meet
USCF standards. However, the only
way to get a racing forum for a
broader collection of unfaired recumbents is to either organize it yourself
or wait until there is enough public
demand so that other entrepreneurs
will see the opportunity and develop
it, if that ever happens.
While there may be a legitimate basis for complaining about unwarranted
discrimination, simply grumbling
about it isn't going to change anything. Just as the victory of the safety
bicycle over the high-wheeler took
place outside of the bicycle-racing establishment, so will most other significant advances in bicycle technology,
though you may be able to slip a few
of them in the "front door" if they can
be made to look like minor changes
and if you are politically well
connected.
les@SAL.Stanford.EDU
Les Earnest
.
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test runs are required to obtain converged drag values.

measured using the microprocessor's
'pulsin' function.
The three LEDs were used chiefly
for trouble-shooting. LED1 indicated
proper operation of the sensor and input circuit. LED2 indicated when the
serial output routine was functioning.

starts executing from the first statement. After initialization it checks
whether the wheel is turning. If not it
jumps to the output routine which
dumps the contents of the memory to
the serial port. Otherwise it loops
within the measuring routine where it
measures time as a 16-bit value and
stores it in two successive 8-bit bytes
before waiting for the next pulse. The
wheel will make a complete revolution before the next trigger pulse occurs. When the memory is full the
program jumps to the serial output
loop and LED 3 turns off and LED 2
turns on. A single on-off switch controls all functions.
The non-volatile memory is organized with addresses ranging from 0 to
255. The program is located in the
uppermost locations, between addresses 150 and 254. Address 255
contains the address of the last program location. Data are stored between addresses 0 and 150. A total of
seventy-five data points could be
stored at one time.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of data-logger built around the ParallaxBasic Stamp

2. Communication on the PC
Table lb is listing 2, which is written in MS QBASIC. The program
saves the data to C:\ with a file name
that consists of the date and time followed by the PRN suffix. For example
the file C:\06281545.PRN was created
on June 28 at 15h 45m. By following

HARDWARE
Magnetic sensor
The magnet and reed switch from

an old bike cyclometer could have
been used the trigger the computer.
Not having one at hand I used the second option, a Hall-effect switch.
The Hall switch is a solid-state device which has the advantages of clean
switching and fast response. Its only
disadvantage is that it requires a
three-conductor cable to connect it to
the computer. It was taped to a thin
aluminum strip 50-mm long by 10-mm
wide that was in turn bolted to a plastic clamp that secured the assembly to
the fork.
The magnet was a button-style fastened to a homemade plastic clamp
with double-sided tape. The orientation is important because the Hall
switch is polarity-sensitive.
The circuit
The logger was constructed on a
prototyping board purchased from Radio Shack using discrete components
and point-to-point wiring. The parts
located within the dotted line on the
schematic diagram now come preassembled on the module, thus greatly
simplifying construction.
The SN7474 JK flip-flop was used
to generate a pulse with a duration
equal to the period of the wheel.
With a single magnet on the wheel
one of every two wheel revolutions
was timed. The pulse width was

LED3, not being dedicated to any single function, could be programmed as
required. As shown in the diagram it
indicated when the software was in
the pulse-measuring loop.
The only external connections to
tho
. .....
.... Rcoir -C-tmn

were for the battery and switch, a
three-conductor input jack for the
sensor (signal,
power and ground)
and a twoconductor output
jack for the serial
connection to a PC.
The circuit was
mounted in a plastic box measuring
120 by 66 by 40
mm.
SOFTWARE
1. Data logger
Table la is listing 1 of the current
version of the datalogger program,
written in Parallax
PBasic.
When power is
applied to the
it always
LStamp
--~~~~~~-Hiimman PwFr v_

TABLE la: LISTING I OF SPREADSHEET
'***** DATA LOGGI
ER *****
'runs on the Bas:
ic Stamp
'allows multiple runs
symbol count = b2
symbol lastinst = bl
symbol byte = b3
symbol lo = b12
symbol hi = b13
w =
dirs=%00000001

'pin

is

output

- --- - - -- - - -- - - --- - ---- - --- -- -- - - --- - --- -- --- -- -- -- -read 2551..tinst
b6
l..ati..t
- 1
b7
b6
READ b6, count
- --- - - -- - - --- - --- - - --- - --- -- --- - --- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- li..l:
b5
pi.1
IF 5
256 THEN li..4
b4
pinl
b5
IF b4 =
THEN linel
is
wheel turning?
--- -- -- -- --- - - --- - --- - - -- - - --- - - --- - --- -- --- - --- -- -line3:
pulsi.
, 1, w6
'read pulse width pi. I
low
'green LED off
IF count -= b7 THEN line4
WRITE count, hi
count = count
1
WRITE count,
count = count
high
'green LED on
WRITE b6, count
GOYTOlin.3
END
--- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- --- - - -- - - --- - - --- - --- -- -- - -- -- -- -line4:
serout ,N2400,(#astint,l3,l0)
'1 SCII byte per
digit
.. p spa..
FOR count =
TO lastinst
READ count, byte
'read data at address count
.. rout 0,N2400,(byte,)3,10)
1 SCII byte per digit
1.ep pace
NEXT
'initialize
to one not zero
WRITE b6, 1
END

12- nn 2 n_R

quickly accelerated to
28 kph (7.8 m/s), settled into the saddle
and then turned on the
data logger. At the
end of the run he
switched it off. The
data logger was then
removed from the bike
and taken to a nearby
computer where the

TABLE lb LISTING 2 OF THE SPREADSHEET
'Runs on the host computer
'reads values from the logger and saves to a file named
'for the date and time
CLS
PRINT "opening the com port"
OPEN "COn1:2400,N,8,1,cdO,csO,dsO,opO,rs" FOR INPUT AS #2
PRINT "opening the data file"
mn$ = LEFTS(DATE$, 2)
'month
mS = MID$(DATE$, 4, 2)
'day of the month
h$ = MID$(TIME$, 1, 2)
'hour of the day
t$ = MID$(TIME$, 4, 2)
'minute of the hour
filname$ =

"C:\" + mn$ + mS + h$

+ t$

+ ".prn"

PRINT "data file name is "; filname$
OPEN filnameS FOR OUTPUT AS
1
PRINT "waiting for the data, flip the switch on"

data were uploaded.

Table 2 shows a partial listing of the
spreadsheet. The velocity in m/s was found
by dividing half the

LINE INPUT 12, lastinst$
flast = VAL(lastinst$S)
PRINT "address of the last instruction = "; last
1st = last / 2 - 1
FOR i = 0 TO
LINE
LINE
time

1st
INPUT 2, hiS
INPUT #2, lo$
= VAL(hi$) * 256 + VAL(lo$)

PRINT "time ";

i;

"=

";

A straight line was fitted to the acceleration data with /Data Regression
function using the accelerations in column L as the Y values and the square
of the velocities in column K. The
equation of the line was:
a = -0.00282 V2 - 0.04713
from which CdA was found to be
0.487 m2 and Cr was 0.00480, using
(an approximate) mass of 95 kg and
wheel circumference of 2.2 m. Figure
3 shows the graph.
Reproducibility was tested with a
mountain bike on an outdoor track under calm conditions. Tests were done
in one evening, in one direction only,
always starting at the same point and
always using the same lane. The results are shown in table 3. The mean
value of CdA was 0.521 m' with standard deviation of 0.040 m2 (9.2%).
The mean value of Cr was 0.0028 with
standard deviation of 0.0036 (138%).

wheel circumference
(because there were

time

PRINT #1, time

two wheel magnets for
this test) by the raw
PRINT "######### DONE and saved to:
"; filnameS; "
##tJ###"
time and multiplying
PRINT
the switch off ************"
PRINT "******** remember to turn
by 100 000. A curve
CLOSE
was fitted to the data
using /Data Regression
this convention each file has both a
using columns C and D as the X values
unique name and can be recognized
NEXT
PRINT

SOURCES OF ERROR
It is instructive to re-examination
the mountain-bike data. They were
obtained indoors on a level tilecovered concrete floor. Figure 4 displays the same data as figure 3 with
the axes rescaled and the raw acceleration values included. The large
magnitude of noise was caused by the
differentiation of slightly noisy data.
Small relative errors in the velocity
data explode into large relative errors
in the acceleration values. ecause all
timing devices display a certain
amount of jitter, numerical differentiation will always produce relatively
large scatter, in turn influencing the

and the raw velocities as the Y values.
The equation of the curve in this case
was V = 7.452046 - 0.05905 X +
0.000087 X2 , almost a straight line.
Figure 2 shows the graph of the
raw velocity values together with the
fitted curve.
In the remainder of the spreadsheet, column K contained the square
of the smoothed velocities while column L contained the accelerations calculated from

by the Lotus 123 /File Input Number
command.
The other point of note is that pairs
of bytes are recombined into decimal
values and stored with a carriage return and line feed. This format allows
each value to be read into a single
spreadsheet cell.
METHOD
The following example is of a
mountain bike tested indoors in a
basement corridor.
The data logger was attached to the handlebar
with a heavy rubber band. The rider

a= (V1-V2)-(V1+V2)/(4*S)

TABLE 2: PART OF THE SPREADSHEET ANALYSIS OF A MOUNTAIN-BIKE TEST, INDOORS

A
B
C
1
circum
1.1
2
mass
95
3
26.63
4
Time
Vel
Int
5
14870 7.397
0
6
14915 7.375
1
7
14935 7.365
2
8
15055 7.307
3
9
15257 7.210
4
10
15241 7.217
5
11
15515 7.090
6
12
15539 7.079
7
13
15618 7.043
8
14
15682 7.014
9
15
15949 6.897
10
16
16185 6.796
11
17
16353 6.727
12
18
16427 6.696
13
19
16580 6.634
14
20
16701 6.586
15
04-Sep-95 01:40 PH
K4: [W7]

D

E
F
Cr= -0.0047
CdA= -0.4868

G

H

I

Smooth-------------------------------0 7.452
Regression Output:
1 7.393 Constant
7.452046
4 7.334 Std Err of Y Est
0.050691
9 7.276 R Squared
0.996848
16 7.217 No. of Observations
56
25 7.159 Degrees of Freedom
53
36 7.101
Coeffla Coefflb
49 7.043 X Coefficient(s) -0.05905 0.000087
64 6.985 Std Err of Coef. 0.001649 0.000029
81 6.928
100 6.870
121 6.813
144 6.756
169 6.699
196 6.642
225 6.586
UNDO

Sqd

K

velsq
55.533
54.658
53.792
52.935
52.089
51.251
50.423
49.603
48.793
47.992
47.201
46.418
45.644
44.879
44.122
43.375
ep-95

L

acc

n

N

O

Q

reg lin---------------------------------Regression Output:
Constant
-0.04713
Std Err of Y Est
0.00109
R Squared
0.99863
No. of Observations
55
Degrees of Freedom
53

-C
*.199 -0.201
-C
*.197 -0.199
-c0.195 -0.196
-C
0.192 -0.194
-0
0.190 -0.192
-0.188 -0.189
-0.186 -0.187
-0.184 -0.185
-0.182 -0.182
-0.180 -0.180
-0.178 -0.178
-0.176 -0.176
-0.174 -0.174
-0.172 -0.171
-0.170 -0.169
01:40 PN

^velsq
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X Coefficient(s)-0.00282
Std Err of Coef. 0.00001

UNDO

R

slope and intercept of the regression
line. It can be seen how a small
change in the slope of the regression
line has a large effect on the value of
the intercept.
Although the process of smoothing
the data with a polynomial function
before differentiation produced a
smooth curve another source of error
was introduced. The smoothing function must reflect an appropriate model
of all the forces acting, otherwise the
results will be biased an unknown
amount. Any given smoothing function can be only an approximation to
the true function.
When the random noise was
smoothed using a five-point running
mean the pattern shown in figure 5
was revealed. This pattern was consistent over several trials, caused by
local variations in the slope of the
floor. Any bias introduced by these
surface ripples should cancel out if
each trial were the average of two
runs performed in opposite directions
on a precisely defined path.

2. With careful control
of the test conditions
and a sufficient number
of trials, accurate reproducible results seem to
be achievable.
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FUTURE PLANS
The hardware is currently being redesigned
around the Stamp II1and
an optical sensor, which
-will allow the data rate
1.40
6
to be improved by as
dlt
'c·(m
much as an order of
Figure 2 Raw velocity (column B) and smoothed vemagnitude. Assuming
locity (column E) plotted as afunction of distance
that timing jitter will remain small it is hoped
that the variance from
one run to the next will
be reduced.
After the hardware is
upgraded and tested the
IE
analysis method will be I
6
changed to a method
similar to that described
iby Passmore (6,7). It
neatly sidesteps the
CONCLUSIONS
problems introduced by
55
smoothing and differen1. The Basic Stamp has proved to
tiating the data at the
make an excellent data logger, combining ease of use with sufficient accuexpense of more compli- Figure 3 Acceleration (column L) and the regression
line (column M) plotted against velocity -squared.
cated data-processing.
racy and low cost.
Once acceptable con2. Eaker, G.W. (1988). Windsistency has been
Tunnel-to-Road Aerodynamic-Drag
TABLE 3: MOUNTAIN BIKE TESTED ON AN OUTDOOR achieved the
Correlation. SAE paper 88025,
model can be re139-149.
ASPHALT RUNNING TRACK IN CALM CONDITIONS
fined to include
3. Farr, J.E. (1983). Determining the
smaller effects
Air Drag on a Car. Physics Teacher,
such as the moTRIAL NO. VELOCITY CdA
C,
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ment of inertia of
km/h
(m2 )
4. Le Good, G.M., Howell, J.P., Passthe wheels.
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0.543
0.0021
Ultimately it
Road Aerodynamic-Drag Measureis hoped to add
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ments Compared with Wind-Tunnel
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41
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40
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more easily. Sec8
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0.533
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40
0.483
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Angus Cameron is a physics instructor
at the Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology. His spare-time activities
have included bicycle touring in the
British Isles, hiking in the Canadian
Rockies, cross-country skiing and winter
camping.

regression

F= 1/2 rho CdA v2 + Cr m g
where rho is the air density (about 1.1
kg/m), CdA is the product of frontal
area and drag coefficient, Cr is the coefficient of rolling resistance, m is the
mass in kilograms and g is the gravitational acceleration, normally about
9.81 m/s2 .
The density can be found more accurately from the ideal-gas law:

o

5 pt running moan

Rocklin, CA, USA 95765
Phone: (916) 624-8333
Fax:
(916) 624-8003
http:// www.parallaxinc.com.

rho = pM/RT
where p is the air pressure in pascals,
M is 28.9 kg/kmol for air,
R is 8314 J/kmol*K and
T is air temperature in Kelvin.

Brief review
Handbook of composites
George Lubin, editor
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1982
This book was strongly recommended by an HPV enthusiast as the
bible for people working in composites, and he lent me his copy to examine. I am not qualified to judge the
book's technological accuracy. The
contributors appear to be RBS (real
big shots) in their fields, so that I'm
prepared to trust them. Rather, I was
interested in its apparent usefulness in
the two principal fields in which I am
interested: HPVs and turbomachinery
It certainly seemed to bear out its
owner's endorsement. Every topic in
which I was interested I found easily
in the index or the table of contents.
When I read the entries on, for instance, raw materials, processing
methods, design, high-temperature
resins, or graphite fibers and composites, I found the treatment clear, succinct, and potentially very useful at
my level of understanding. Much
higher levels were also treated, but
they didn't get in the way, as I find to
my discomfiture in many, perhaps
most, of the handbooks where I go for
guidance and am often given
gobbledegook.
I am happy, therefore, to lend my
support to our colleague's endorsement of this very useful book.
It looks expensive: I hope that
you can find it in your library before
you decide that you have to purchase
it.
Dave Wilson

When only aerodynamic and rolling
forces are acting the force equation
becomes:
F= 1/2 rho CdA v + Cr m g

APPENDIX I
The drag forces acting on a vehicle
on a level surface can be described by:

line
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Figure 5 Scatter of accelerationvalues with five-point smoothing. The pattern reflects hills and valleys in thefloor.

Figure4 Scatter of accelerationvalues before smoothing
Angus Cameron,
30 Fifth Ave, Spruce Grove, Alberta,
T7X 2C4, Canada.
Email: AngusC@NAIT.Ab.Ca
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If we plot force against velocitysquared the result will be a straight
line with a slope proportional to air
drag and intercept proportional to
rolling drag.
By dividing each term by the mass
(m) we get our working formula:
a= 1/(2m) rho CdA v2 + Cr g
From a graph of acceleration versus
velocity-squared the coefficients can
be found as follows.
CdA=2
m KI/rho
'

('r--L V In
where K1 is the slope

where KI is the slope
ana A -)ICUIl NXZ 1
-

W

81
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as found from the
graph. The slope and
intercept can be found
without drawing a
graph using the linearregression function on a
calculator or computer.
APPENDIX 11
Parallax Inc. address:
3805 Atherton Road
#102

time

Figure 6 Calculating velocity and acceleration
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(a post he will relinquish as soon as he
can find a successor). He is also the
outgoing president of WISIL, the Wisconsin and Illinois HPV Association,
the co-designer and constructor of the
WISIL Missile Streamliner, which has
won the race series at its first attempt.
He has also been IHPVA booth coordinator at bicycle-etc. shows, and liaison
with bicycling associations. His hobby
is building HPVs, and he is a machinist. Len promises us an up-front fulldisclosure administration. We wish
him well, for his sake and for ours.

Editorials
The king is dead long live the king!
Britons had a pride in being able
to join in this cry, indicating a smooth
transition from one monarch to another. Our long-serving (in two periods) former president, Marti Daily, is
far from dead, but she has transferred
the robe, sceptre and other accoutrements of the majesty of the office to
Len Brunkalla.
Having been president of this
august organization, I know that it is
almost unmanageable. It started as a
group of Californian enthusiasts who
gathered periodically in a relaxed and
friendly way to race and to discuss developments. When it began to spread
into the rest of the U.S.A. there were
complaints from what may have
seemed like outsiders that the Californians were unwilling to give up control. (We've heard the same cries
from the rest of the world about
Americans). The annual speed championships first left California to go to
Indianapolis, and Marti Daily was one
of the local hard-working volunteers.
Later she became president of the Indiana HPVA and then of the IHPVA as
a whole. She was one of a series of
non-Californians, of which number I
was one.
The whole problem of running the
IHPVA can be summed up in two
words: poverty and communication.
It was easy for a local group of friends.
It was virtually impossible for people
separated by thousands, often tens of
thousands, of kilometers. Membership
has stayed at below 2000, and dues
are swallowed up by the two main
publications. There are no funds for
travel or secretarial help, and hardly
any for phone and fax. Marti did far
more than anyone previously in communicating by getting herself to meetings all over the country and to many
places in Europe. (How she did this
on the salary of an elementary schoolteacher is a story of sacrifice). She
also did a phenomenal amount of
writing and responding to letters and
orders. She organized a wonderful
network of volunteer help. We are
grateful to her for getting the IHPVA
stable and a going concern after a period when it seemed likely that it
would shut down.
And now we cry "Long Live Len
Brunkalla!" as we welcome our next
president. As you all know, he has
been an energetic editor of HPV News

.

why French riders haven't won the
race for many years, "French riders
fast on the flat are weak climbers;
[when] strong in the mountains they
do poorly in time-trials". No one has
ever explained to my satisfaction why
someone who is working her/his hardest on a machine with a wide selection
of gear ratios (so that pedalling can be
at the rate for maximum power or
maximum efficiency) should be better
when the bike is tilted up slightly than
when it is horizontal, or vice-versa.
The same statement (the first of
the above) is often made about unfaired recumbents: slightly better on
the flat, much worse on uphills and
much better on downhills. (There has
recently been much correspondence
on the subject on email). There are
two obvious reasons for the recumbent's difference: they are usually
considerably heavier than racing bicycles; and riders can't get up out of
the saddle to "dance" on the pedals, as
can the rider of a "wedgie". Doing so
presumably rests some muscle groups
while employing others. But these
reasons don't apply to riders of conventional bicycles who do better on
hills than their competitors on almostidentical machines.
There's another difference for recumbents. The German magazine
Tour published some startling results
of wind-tunnel tests, in which some
(not all) unfaired recumbents came
out badly. We've asked permission to
reproduce parts of the article for the
next issue. If we don't receive clearance, we'll give a full review of the
tests.

New rules for the IHPVA
Elsewhere in this issue I made
space for another plea by Peter Sharp
for a more-comprehensive change in
the IHPVA rules. I did this for two
reasons. The trite reason is that I had
space that, at the time, I couldn't fill.
The more substantive reason is that I
agree whole-heartedly with Peter
Sharp. He is a clear and original
thinker whom we should not ignore.
I was caught up with the same
movement that he identifies so well:
a group dedicated to produce faster
land vehicles trying for the 200-m
flying-start speed trials. The rules for
these trials had acquired a sacrosanct
status. I remember with embarrassment trying to modify the rules to allow the runs to be recorded of a group
of Britons who had borrowed cash to
come to Indianapolis for their one glorious attempt at the record. The wind
was usually above the minimum, so
that the times for most runs were simply not recorded. They were appalled.
They raced in all weathers and didn't
see why we shouldn't. Likewise in this
issue the Japanese Birdman Rally is
run in all weathers, an extraordinary
feat for fragile HP aircraft. We should
have a class for running under the present rules (almost-flat course, almostno wind, no energy storage) and other
classes, as Peter Sharp suggests, for
hill-climbing, wind- and possibly
engine-assist, stored-energy races, and
so on.
If, as Peter states, these are permissible under the bylaws, all that is
needed is a group of enthusiasts wanting to compete under a new set of
rules to propose these to the IHPVA
president and board, and away we go
to an exciting future!

Jam today, heaven tomorrow?
Supportive readers will remember
that I am an enthusiastic supporter of
road-pricing as a method of producing
some balance of use on our roads.
However, I have also noted that governments, particularly British and
European governments, keep getting
cold feet over what they believe the
motorists' lobbies will do to them if
they make serious moves toward having motorists pay something like tolls
on regular roads.
Now there is good news from, of
all places, the US. A new California
road due to open in December will
have an experiment in electronically
collected congestion pricing: $2.50 vs
25 cents. If it works, I predict the system will spread like wildfire. This
could be very good for the HPV movement.
Dave Wilson

Good on hills?

.
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The Economist (here we go again)
in reviewing this year's Tour de
France, stated, in trying to explain
.
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